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Moritake Hot Spring Festival:
The last decade of
August
Water shield festival:
June 1st to July 31st

Lake Hachirogata and Mountains of Oga are beautiful
To Aomori
Shirakami
Mountains

7

Ou Line

Oga Peninsula

285

Kotooka
Moritake I.C

101

Oga peninsula & Oga National Park
(60 min by car)
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Kisakata I.C
108

Jumonji I.C

13
107

Kitakami J.C.T

Yokote
342

Yuzawa I.C

Wanko Water shield game

With a generous portion of feelings in Michinoku region

To Yamagata

398

108

Kamaya beach

“Sandcraft Mitane”, a big event in summer, is held at Kamaya
beach, which was chosen as one of 100 best beach in Japan.
Various Statues are made with sand by a special process which
is green to the environment. Every year, statues attract visitors.

Boju San

Tokyo

Mitane Town

Akita station

JR express
40 min

JR express 2 hours

Tohoku High way
7 hours

Akita High way
2 hours

Tohoku High way
1 hours

#7 road
1.5 hours

Tokyo

Moritake station
Moritake station

Aomori

Kitakami J.C.T
Towada I.C.

Mitane Town

Akita Prefecture Mitane Town Section of industral, commercial & sight-seeing
8, Iwayako, ukawa, mitane town, yamamoto county, Akita 018-2401

E-mail：mitane@town.mitane.akita.jp

An experience of picking

water shield

From May to August

Riding on a small ship and plucking

The art of sand

Kamaya beach,

Sandcraft

one of the 100 best
beached in Japan.
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Anyone can harvest
water shield easily!

Have your experience at Mitane Town
July

,
do it e!
s
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t
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The workshop of how to prepare the
sand statue is held each day during
the season of Sandcraft Show.
Anyone can join the workshop.
Place

A serious face

Kamaya beach

◆Contact: Section of industral,
commercial & sight-seeing of mitane town
TEL 81-185-85-4830

サンドクラフトinみたね
イメージキャラクター

「すな吉くん」

Colorful nature in four seasons
The Gift from the
Rich Nature

Fresh local products were lined up!
The No.1 sales in Akita

Dragon fresh center

◆Contact: TEL 81-185-85-3116

Located in Hachiryu district, the dragon
tower rise to the sky is a symbol of the direct
sales store of agricultural products. Please
relish the Melons which were produced by
the local farmers with great care.

a local specialty

◆Experience application
Water shield information center (in Water Shield Hall)
business hours/ 9:00 to 17:00
97, moritake aza higashi, futatsumori, mitane town, yamamoto county, Akita 018-2303
TEL 81-185-88-8855 FAX 81-185-88-8856

Workshop of
Sand statue

A mountain with
legends and religious

me to
Welco ne Town
a
Mit

Contact

URL：http://www.town.mitane.akita.jp

water shield dance show

As a famous place for monks long time ago, Boju San
has many legends and we can found 33 Goddess of
Mercy around the summit. The expressive face of the
Goddess of Mercy give mountain climbers great peace.

Hachiryu I.C.

TEL 81-185-85-4830 FAX 81-185-85-2178

Moritake Hot Spring Festival is a traditional
event in Yamamoto district.
Flowing water shield, Wanko water shield
game and water shield dance show made
the festival heap up.

The beautiful city was dyed with
transparent water and green forests

Sandcraft in Mitane

Using Car

Akita superexpress
3h37min

Welcome to
Mitane town

Morioka

Sendai

Moritake station

Flowing water shield

Moritake Hot Spring Festival

Tohoku superexpress railway

Omagari I.C

Yokote I.C

Konoura I.C

Using train

Aomori Station

Kakunodate

To Sakata

Odate,Noshiro airport

Tokyo Station

46

gh

107

#7 road by car
(50 min)

Haneda ; Itami

hi

105

Honjo I.C
Nikaho I.C

Morioka I.C

Tazawako

Nishi senboku I.C
Omagari

ta

Limousine bus to Akita Station
Changing JR express (80 min)

ki

Kanto Festival Akita city
Hachiryu I.C. 40 min by car

Lake Tazawa

Kyowa I.C

Akita airport

Using Airlines
Akita

Akita minami I.C
Kawabe
J.C.T

A

341

Mitane Town

Haneda ; Central Int.;
Itami ; Shin Chitose

Iwaki I.C

Hachimantai

Tohoku high way

Akita airport I.C
7

Akita
Prefecture

Akita chuo I.C
13

Kazuno
Hachimantai I.C
Ashiro
J.C.T

105

er ay
sup ailw
ita s r
Ak pres
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Access to

Akita kita I.C

7

341

Showa Ogahanto I.C

Akita

Mitane town has rich and plentiful nature,
surrounded by beautiful Japanese Sea in
the West and mountains in East. The
town is located in the North west part of
Akita prefecture and North part of Oga
Peninsula. In addition, the Mitane river is
ﬂowing around the middle of the town.

Moriyoshi
Mountain

Gojome
Hachirogata I.C

Og
aL
ine

Oga

100

285 Odate minami I.C

Odate,Noshiro
Airport
Futatsui
Shirakami I.C

Mitane
Town

The rape-ﬂower road
in Ogata Village
(20 min by car)

Odate
105

Mitane
Roadmap

103 104

Kosaka J.C.T
Kosaka I.C
Towada I.C
Line
Hanawa

Shirakami Mt. a world natural heritage (60 min by car)

Higashi noshiro
Noshiro minami I.C
Hachiryu I.C

Noshiro higashi I.C
Takanosu

Lake
Towada

Jukai Line

7

Odate kita I.C

Gono Line

101

Mt.Tashirodake

Sun Set Beach
Kamaya hama

Akita prefecture

102

Ikarigaseki I.C

Moritake water shield-nabe

To have your wonderful experience at Mitane
No. 1 water shield in Japan; the art of sand: Sandcraft
Mitane; the lovely sound of local whistle.

Water Shield

Roadside station Kotooka

The No.1 producer

Preparation of
CERAMIC FLUTE

This aquatic plant is a local
delicacy for Nabemono or
Tempura. Its gelatinous coating
and smooth texture is exquisite!

Full
year

With different tone color, each CERAMIC
FLUTE is only one in the world.

Painting

Full
year

Using natural dyes isolated from plants, you can
experience painting pictures on the ceramic
wares. After several days of drying out under room
temperature, the wares were baked at a relatively low
temperature to produce your original ceramic wares.

The art of PRESSED FLOWER
Flowers can be made
as such a beautiful
pressed flowers!

gel-like

The SanBaLio
arning room
experiential le
Location

SanBaLio

◆Contact:
Kotooka sightseeing &
development corporation
TEL 81-185-87-4311
The SanBaLio experiential learning room
TEL 81-18-875-4017

Wood made house together
with kind people made the
atmosphere warm and friendly
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◆Contact: TEL 81-185-72-4355

Asparagus

e
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Water Shield Hall

The Water shield Hall is located along #7 road in Yamamoto district
where fresh water shield, fruits and vegetables were sold there. Also,
The local Shidobashi buckwheat noodles was provided in the restaurant.

Hachiryu
Melon

Including sankyu melon, a special
product in Hachiryu district, the
melon production is flourishing.
Umekotone

The Ume produced in Kotooka district
soaked with Rice shochu to produce
a sugar reduced Ume sake. The taste
is quite mild.

◆Contact: JA Akita Yamamoto
TEL 81 - 185 - 87 - 4250

We be proud of our rich products

Direct sales store: Green PIA
◆Contact: TEL 81-185-72-2299

The direct sales store called Green PIA is located in
the Kotooka roadside station. Various agricultural
products including processed foods made from
Ume and fresh vegetables can be bought here.

Edible wild plants
As a sightseeing resource
and special product, Ume is
a symbol of Kotooka disctrict.
Many processed foods
based on Ume are available.

silky
coating
Restaurant

Ume juice

Hanakappa
Water shield
Tempura Soba

Full
year
Ice cream with
rich fresh cream

Amber tea icecream
In good balance of
Sourness and sweetness,
Amber tea is a naturally
occurring black berry in
mountain.
The local people called
it“Natsuhaze”

Neighboring to the SanBaLio,
it is the restaurant of “Takaishino”
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To Noshiro city
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Sandcraft

Kamaya

Kamaya beach
Kamaya
forest park

Wakiide Shrine
Okuchi

Mitane town hall
Hamaguchi
elementary school
Hachiryu public house
Hachiryu middle school

Tomioka

７

Yumepi

Yokonagane

Fishing spot

Ogata Village

Fishing spot

Ha

hiry

Kamaya Beach

A-2
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A-2

The wind turbine with maxima output
of 1500 kwh (102 m height including
blade) and it is the largest wind
power station in Akita Prefecture
that attracts great public attention.

Arayashiki

Water Shield Hall
Fishing spot

4

Kamaya Beach is a natural beach without
offshore dike. The Shirakami Mountains, the
world natural heritage, can be clearly seen in the
north. Also, the Oga•Peninsular National Park
is located in the south of Kamaya Beach and it
can be seen. Because the seascape of the sun
set in Kamaya Beach is extraordinary beautiful,
it is called the “Sun Set Beach Kamaya” where is
at the height of young people’s popularity.
Kamaya Beach has been appointed as “The
Best 100 Beach in Japan” by the Ministry of the
Environment.

Nakamura

SanBaLio

In winter, drilling a hole on ice and fishing is
exciting. Looking swans on the lake is fascinating.

Hot spots of Mitane Town

Fishing spot

Amasegawa

Otodonogongen hole

Mitane Town roadmap

Ichino

白フチ有

B

C

●Spring quality: Na+, Cl -.
● Indications: Neuralgia, Joint pain, muscle
pain, frozen shoulder, sensitivity to cold,
Chronic digestive disease etc.

Boju San

Boju Shrine

Ochiai
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3
Ooyamake farmhouse

the 33 Goddess
of Mercy

Culture

Surrounding with Japanese
cedar, SunSun Park Cottage
Tanezawa V i l l a g e i s a q u i t e a n d
comfortable place. There are
four house for 4 people and
a house for 5 people. All the
house were fully equipped
with air conditioner, kitchen
and bathroom.

To Gojome I.C.

Mitane River

Hanegawa Forest Park

SunSun Park
Cottage Village

D-3

Boju San

Masuura

To Gojome town

SunSun Park
Cottage Village

Koarasawa

D

The tradition is
inherited

Boju Hall

37

Fan Fall

4

Koyanosawa

Hadachi

4

B-2

A farmhouse was built by the end of Edo
period(1603-1868). To visit it needs reservation.
◆Contact: Education Board of Mitane
TEL 81-185-87-2115

Kotooka Museum
of History and Folklore

C-4

Jomon Hall
Various shows, conferences are held in the
cultural hall throughout the year.
●Days Closed: Monday
◆Contact: TEL 81-185-83-3211

Surround the Hanegawa dam, parks are
rich in nature. Hanegawa Hall is a wood
made house with a shape like “heart” is
a good place for a wide view of the lake
as well as for resting.
The summit of Boju San (409.2 m height) is
outstanding in Dewa hill. Moriyoshi San and Ōu
Mountains are at the east. A huge paddy of Ogata
village, Oga Peninsula and Japanese Sea are at
the west. As a famous place for monks long time
ago, Boju San has many legends. In spring, many
mountain climbers come here and made it bustling.

The legends of ”Mitane rivere”

F

The relics discovered
from Takaishino ruins
including CERAMIC
FLUTE are displayed.

Mitane Hall

The relics discovered
from Takaishino ruins
including CERAMIC
FLUTE are displayed.

Baku Ishii Memorial Hall Patchwork curtain

5

Baku Ishii is a prominent
Japanese ballet dancer.
Things that belonged to
him are displayed in the
memorial hall.

A great Patchwork curtain
was made by local people
in 2002 to cerebrate the
50 th anniversary of the
Moritake Spring.

Moritake KABUKI

Once upon a time, a monk ask a local old man about
the name of the river, the old man answered: this river
is “the seed of a long life” ; “the seed of rich” and “the
seed of happy”, therefore the name of this river is
three seeds river (in Japanese is Mitane river).

E

C-2

(National important cultural assets)

●Opening hours: 9:00 to 16:30
● Days Closed: Monday(in case of national
holiday, Tuesday will be closed),
third Wednesday and New Year's holiday
◆Contact: TEL 81-185-87-2275

Around Hanegawa Hall, there are
many facilities including hiking course,
campground and BBQ site

F-4

Yamamoto cultural Hall

F-3

To Akita city

A

YUMERON is a well equipped Hot
Spring with good view of surroundings
including Shirakami Mt., Oga peninsula
and Hachiryu district.
It was used by visitors for fishing and
beach activities.

◆Contact: TEL 81-185-85-4126

To Kamikoani
Village

Iritori

Hashimoto Goro Library

Koikawa
Station

Mikurahana Park

314

Koide

Kairagefuchi

Gift
Uchikoikawa

2

Neighboring with Ishikura San Park, Moritake
Hot Spring full golf course is one of the largest
golf course in Tohoku region with a fascination
for rich environment.

Nihonsugi

Nakazawa

Jinbazawa

Koikawa

D-3

YUMERON

Nakano

Camp Park
Hanegawa dam

Hanegawa forest Park

Kawadai

5

Sotonosawa

Miyanome

Hanegawa

Road’s Station

Accommodation information

◆Contact: TEL 81-185-83-4641

Sand Hill Hot Spring

Komachi Spring water

Tatemura
Kotooka elementary school
Kado Sukarupa baseball ground
Funny Youth Hall
station
Saruta
Paresu Kotooka
JA Akita Yamamoto
Kotooka Center Park
「Janbini ANN・AN」
Kotooka gymnasium complex
Kotooka Museum of History and Folklore
(Jomon Hall・Mitane Hall)
Kotooka
Kotooka Yamaya
middle school
public hall
Kotooka
I.C.
A-3
Lake Hachirogata
Ume Park
After reclamation of Hachirogata,
Communicatio
n square
Green Pia

the second-largest lake in Japan, lake
Hachirogata was shaped as it is today.
Lake Hachirogata is a good place for bass
fishing that attracts many people.

Moritake Hot Spring Yuparu

Komachi

Hamamura

Mitane Kotooka branch

kan Hotel TEL 81-185-83-3300
Facilities of the ○Moriyama
JP style guest room, West style guest room/ 120 people
Moritake
○Moritake Hot Spring Hotel TEL 81-185-83-5522
Hot Spring
JP and West style guest room/ 50 people

C-3

Nagaomote

Izumisawa

Takayashiki

●Spring quality: Na+, Ca++, Cl - (63 ℃ )
●Indications: cut, burn and Sprain etc., Chronic skin disease, chronic gynecological.
● When the spring is used as drinking water, it has effects on betterment of
chronic constipation and Chronic digestive disease.

West style guest room 2, JP style room 11/ 48 people.
Community room and kitchen are equipped.

Ishikura San Park, Moritake
Hot Spring 36 Golf Course

The birth place if Baku Ishii

Akita Moritake Spring
36golf links

Ishikura San Park

Nagashida

◆Contact: Section of industral, commercial &
sight-seeing of mitane town
TEL 81-185-85-4530

Fudoden
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Futatsumori

In 1952, when oil-well drilling in a paddy, hot water
gushed out from underground. Because of the high
quality, Moritake hot spring attracts visitors for years.
The hot spring is transparent with weak base properties.
Also, it is a well known salty hot spring due to the taste
of the hot spring is extremely salty. More over, because
the hot spring display skin beauty effect, it is believed
that Moritake hot spring is suitable for beauty salon.

At the entrance fo the Moritake Hot Spring Village,
there is a resident health resort center.
The guest house was opened in April of 2015

Suiran Hall

Shimoiwakawa
elementary school

Yamamoto cultural Hall

Samushiro

h
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Wind Power Station

Oidomari

ch

Mukaitako
Yuparu
Masuzawa
Moritake Spring country
yamaguchi
Ushizawa

Teletrack Yamamoto

Adoroku

JR Ou Line

Ubagozen Shrine

Hayashizaki

Moritake hot spring village

As an off-track polling station, 140
inch screening provides real time
broadcasting of Iwate horse racing
with sense of presence.

Tako

Hachiman Shrine
Moritake elementary school

ta
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101

Swan come ﬂying place

Mitane firehouse

Horse racing off-track
polling station Yamamoto

Yamamoto middle school

Souzaburo
Marshland.Park

Kawashiri

At the entrance of Moritake

Tobizuka

Yamamoto Public Hall

Kakusuke
Marsh

C-3

park with tennis court, turf
ground and play ground.
Also, there is a monument
called “Pioneer’s hill” to
recognize the seven great
men in Mitane town.

Omachi

Yamamoto gymnasium
Yamamoto baseball ground

Souzaburo Marshland.Park
Yachinosawa Hot Spring Village, there is a

Mitane Yamamoto branch

Moritake
station

Kumeoka
Ashizaki

Negishi

r
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Izumiyoka

M

Kohoku
elementary school

In Ishikura san campground
with an elevation of 143
meters, it was equipped
with many facilities including
campsite, bungalow and hiking
course which are suitable for outdoor activities.

Kanaoka
elementary school
Kinryo Hall
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Hachiryu gymnasium

Kinkoji
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A pine tree

Sozen

Prefectural road
e
Moritake Ukawa Lin

Wada

Shidobashi

Water shield garden

Toyooka

Juhachizaka

Swan come ﬂying place

To Oga city

Mochinosawa

Unosu

Kitakanaoka Station

#7

3

Kinkojino

Kumano Shrine

Hachiryu baseball ground

YUMERON

Fishing spot

Horaiin
Temple

Omagari

Warimichi

e

National cultural assets
Ooyamake

Hadachi

Country road

Iizuka
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shinden

Sotooka
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To Noshiro city

Shidobashino

Dragon
fresh center

Hamada

F
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Shirakami country club
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Ishikura san Park & campground

Noshiro city

Sakasagawa

Kayakarizawa

E

To Noshiro city

Noshiro minami I.C.

Hachiryu I.C.

To Shirakami I.C.
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To Happo town
(Shirakami Mountains)

210

The p
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Japanese Sea

D

Hot Spring

A

CERAMIC FLUTE

In 1982, during the excavatonal
investigation of Takaishino ruins (a
seaside historic settlement in late
of Jomon), a precious CERAMIC
FLUTE was discovered.

Moritake KABUKI is a classical performing art peculiar to Moritake for a long time.
The origin of the art is unidentified due to a great fire of Hachiman shrine in 1925
during which the record was destroyed. It is estimated that the Moritake KABUKI was
started in Bunsei (1804-1830). It was said that in the old days, Junkoku Yamabushi
was seriously illness when he come to this land. Yamabushi prayed to the shrine of
the land and also villagers were nursing him. Eventual, Yamabushi was recovered.
Moritake KABUKI was started from that time as an expression of gratitude

